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The Illusion of Educ
As I write on the annive Jr., whose birthday was Arizona,1 reports of grow violence in Howard Beach, Klansmen leading demo ominously across the tele have a sense of deja vu. I a Tennessee Army National Army chopper and chargi during a student assembly of fire flicking from thei deafening gunfire (which theless respond with unfl address:
This morning, shortly after dawn, as we lifted off from Eagle Support Base deep in our territory, we received orders directing us to this location. It seems that an airborne aggressor force had plans to attack this auditorium at 10:00 this morning. And I guess you heard what happened outside just a moment ago. Guys and girls, this is just a scenario; it's not for real. The weapons are real, the uniforms are real, the helicopter is real, the soldiers are real, but the bullets are not real. . . . Almost every continent has war. Almost every continent has people destroying governments. . . .Today the ball is in your court. If you are not willing to. . .pick up the weapons of war and defend. . .this American way of life . . . then the future America may be like other nations in Central America, South America, the Orient, the Middle East, the Far East. We cannot let that happen in America!2
The speech was followed by a terse, "Bravo Company" style command to all those who love America to raise their fists and shout "Hurrah!"
Perhaps this event seems too isolated -if not too ludicrous -to be viewed with the same concern as racism and violence in the streets; the Guardsmen had staged their mock raid "lesson" on patriotism, with its portentous millenarian pitch, in only 18 schools. Yet I cannot divorce such coldwar ideology from other forms of "entertainment" so prevalent here in the theaters of this Midwestern town where I now live and teach. Here, as in so many other university towns, sizable numbers of students swaddled in Greek insignia flock to see the likes of Rambo, Iron Eagle , White Nights , 7 bp Gun, Born American or a karate-chopping Chuck Norris rescuing America from hirsute mobsters or Viet Cong infidels. The confluence of patriotism and market strategy occurs in such an orgy of self-assertion that students are unable to evaluate the implications of their ideological allegiance. Here, students inhabit a world of designer identities and regimented desire that transforms forms of difference and improvised community into indicators of deviance.
My conscience obliges me to contrast this situation and the peremptory, authoritarian, and cultural despotism it reflects, with a recent report by the Children's Defense Fund that claims that the United States is one of the worst places to be born in the industrialized world, with 10.8 infant deaths for every 1,000 live births in 1984.3 One cannot help but morally recoil upon reading that "A black infant born within five miles of the White House ... is more likely to die in the first year of life than an infant born in Third World countries like Trinidad."4 Could it be that the most dangerous enemies of America are the gods of expansion, progress, and accumulation, and not some dark and scheming superpowers surreptitiously poised to strike from a distant hemisphere?
We inhabit a perilous course in history in which democracy is in retreat. Many of the gains made during previous decades in social and educational reform have been abandoned or at the very least have demonstrably waned. Not only have we sadly witnessed the delegitimization of the egalitarian impulses of the last two decades, but we have seen an inordinate stress placed on career motivation and school/business partnerships in efforts to link youth to the corporate imperatives of the international marketplace.
In this age of historica from civil rights, the c gealed around political an ideological shift tow our democratic temple glimpse through the cr In the present rush toward accountability schemes, corporate manag ment pedagogies, and state-mandated curricula, an ominous silence exis regarding the ways in which new attempts to streamline teaching repr sent an attack on both the democratic possibilities of schooling and very conditions that make critical teaching possible.
Framed in the language of hypernationalism and supply-side econom ics, the current conservative attack on schools represents, in large part a truncation of the democratic vision. Underlying the new reform propo set forth by the recent coalition of conservatives and liberals is an atta on schools for producing a wide-ranging series of national crises, rangi in scope from the growing trade deficit to the breakdown of family morality Not only does such an attack misconstrue the responsibility schools hav for wider economic and social problems, but it is characteristic o dangerous ideological shift that has been taking place regarding the rol that schools should play in relation to the wider society.
At the heart of the ideological shift is an attempt to define academ success almost exclusively in terms of capital accumulation and the of the marketplace. The authors of the new "blue ribbon" committee re have cast their recommendations in a language that reflects the resurg of chauvinistic patriotism and have reformulated their goals along elit lines.8 In doing so, they have attempted to eliminate a social concern f nurturing a critical and committed citizenry. They have passively rendered educational reform to a fetishism of procedure rather demonstrating a concern with social goals. Furthermore, the increa adoption of management-type pedagogies has resulted in policy propos that promote the deskilling of teachers and the creation of a technocr rationality in which planning and conception are removed from imple tation, and the dominant model of the teacher becomes that of the tec cian or white-collar clerk. At the same time, the model of the school h been transformed, in Giroux's terms, into that of the "company store general, the new efficiency-smart and conservative-minded disco encourages schools to define themselves essentially as service institutio charged with the task of providing students with the requisite technic expertise to enable them to find a place within the corporate hierarch This New Right ideology of school reform provides only a sterile a truncated range of discourses and conceptions which undermines what means to be a critical citizen. Under the logic of the new reforms, stude are taught to link citizenship to the profit imperative and to the norm of market relations and brokerage politics wherein the vested interest the individual, the corporation, or one's country are always valued over collective interests of humanity. Rarely is the concept of profit maxim tion considered immoral, even when it is discovered to be at the expen of the poor or minority groups, or, further afield, at the expense of the soc In addition to the crisis of social planning and services, there are serious concerns today regarding issues such as the safety of our citizens. Urban dwellers now live in the frightening hypertrophy of an urban frontier populated by gunslingers (usually the exploited poor and ethnic minorities). In fact, in some of our major cities we are in peril of being murdered at a rate 8 or 9 times greater than in other advanced industrial nations. In fact, if one was born and remains a resident of a major city in the United States, one's chances of being murdered are greater than the threat of death in combat experienced by American soldiers in World War II and it may come as little surprise to minority groups that the probability of being murdered for nonwhite men in the United States is 6 times as great as the probability for white men.10 For those of us who have actually grown up believing in a free and equal America, the grim news is staggering: with the exception of the Soviet Union and South Africa, the United States has a larger percentage of its citizens behind bars than any other country. In fact, a new handgun is sold every 13 15 We are all familiar with the ecological crisis, having witnessed smog levels in our cities growing by 1,000% between World War II and the early 1970s. Environmental hazards are, we grudgingly admit, getting worse, as safe drinking water standards are constantly violated and toxic waste dumps continue to leak poisonous chemicals. But we are equally inattentive and inactive when it comes to the estimated 2 to 6 million students and 100,000 to 300,000 teachers who still attend and work in schools with asbestos surfaces. 16 Increasingly we face reports about widespread drug and alcohol abuse, with the number of alcoholics and problem drinkers in the United States now numbering approximately 13 million, and 1 in every 40 residents of New York City addicted to heroin.17 The media has good copy here.
Journalists wearing pastel colors and accompanied by television crews join secret vice squad raids on cocaine pushers in a Hollywood-style attempt to add excitement and glamour to the epidemic. Total arrests for drug abuse violations among those under 18 years of age increased 60-fold between 1960 and 1980.18 As poverty, inequality, and drug addiction blight the nation, we direct our anger not at government policies or the social conditions that manufacture human suffering, but at the arch-villains of communism and socialism. We forget that the lowest fifth of our own population receives a smaller percentage of total after-tax the Netherlands, West Ger and France. In fact, the gap tile of American families an 30 years. On the one hand, to 2% of the population is g trial nations; on the other Americans and more than in poverty. 19 Appearing in tandem wit growing unemployment, th the rise of alcohol-and dr homeless. The housing short substantial increase in the p new and growing group of v of social and personal pathol directly out of foster care an follow-up community suppo
There is currently an epid to girls under 20 in 1983) 22 under the age of 20 were out for whites and 10% for nonwhites since I960.23
These are only a few of the available statistics and reports on the crisis in American society, but they should be sobering enough to most Americans to make us aware that we live in a time of drastic social upheaval. Regardless of how we wish to characterize the crisis, the familiar adage seems to hold true: the rich get richer while the poor get poorer.
Other statistics related to youth and schooling have recently been made available by the authors of the highly acclaimed book Choosing Equality. Unfortunately, these statistics do not give us cause to rest any easier. Our school system is revealed as inexorably multitiered, with the children of the working poor held to the lower rung and suffering the most. For example, the authors of Choosing Equality report that 50% to 80% of all inner-city students drop out of high school (Chicanos and Puerto Ricans use the more appropriate term "pushed out"); 1 million teenagers cannot read above the third-grade level; 13% of all 17-year-olds are functionally illiterate; 28% of all students fail to achieve high school diplomas; 50% of all college entrants drop out in their freshmen year; and 33% of all adults are described as functionally or marginally illiterate. 24 It is becoming clear that the consequences of schooling are increasingly dependent on the social class of the child. Radical educators argue that the structural constraints that characterize schooling and the wider society reinforce inegalitarian stratification -that schools are reduced to credentializing mechanisms, protected enclaves that favor the more fluent. The "best" schools nurture cocoons of yuppie larvae, facilita entry of certain students into more privileged locations in the labor mar the worst simply lock the doors to those privileged locations for stude already disproportionately disadvantaged. In all, the schools constitu loaded social lottery in which the dice fall in favor of those who alread have money and power.
One index of the persistent refusal of schools to develop a means to empower minority and disadvantaged groups is the widespread practice tracking students into ability groups. Tracking assumes that schools pl a part in meritocratic selection and allocation based on ability. In f however, tracking fosters the illusion of meritocratic competition whi in reality functioning as a "ranking" system that legitimates differenc based on race, gender, and social power and locks students into position of limited opportunity. Tracking thus perpetuates social class inequalit through selection and allocation procedures. 25 Tracking in the United States can be traced to the birth of the com prehensive high school in the early 1900s.26 This new type of schoolin made necessary by the influx of unskilled immigrants from southern eastern Europe and the enforcement of child labor and compulsory edu tion laws, abandoned the principle of presenting a common core of lear ing to build a cohesive nation. Instead, it emphasized curriculum differ tiation in the form of tracking and homogeneous grouping. S Darwinism provided legitimacy to the notion that ethnic minorities an the poor were lower on the evolutionary ladder and less fit in moral deve ment than the dominant Anglo-Protestant majority. Coupled wit growing concern for preserving the Anglo-Saxon culture against the "dep ity" of the expanding immigrant population, Social Darwinism th provided a foundation for the trend toward "Americanization," which ev tually came to dominate the school curriculum.
American industry provided the logic for this new kind of educati by presenting schools with the factory model of learning. Production efficiency became the guiding ideological principles in establishing voc tional education as an appropriate alternative for students not bound f college. The development of IQ tests provided a statistical base with wh to classify students, although these tests simply reinforced the orig classification by racial, ethnic, and economic background. Educati testing, undertaken in the spirit of scientific efficiency, was viewe meritocratic, since it helped sort students into specialized programs wh they would receive what was thought to be the best possible educat given their abilities and the opportunities available to immigrants in th industrial workplace. For low-track students, time in school may be more a burden than an asset. Such students often view knowledge as unrelated to their lives and instruction as an assault on their time. School becomes a place for enduring "dead time" rather than using it in the interests of self and social empowerment. If such students learn anything, it is in spite of the degradation they endure.
It is safe to assume that the degradation students experience in the lower tracks significantly contributes to the growing instances of dropping out of school. In the United States there are presently 1. School systems in the inner city are usually the hardest hit by dropou for it is here that the last remnants of real education have been driven of the process of schooling. Consider the case of New York City. independent study of public high school dropouts claims that 66% o students who attend high school in New York fail to graduate. For Hispa students, the rate is 80%, for blacks, 72%, and for whites, 50%. Equ alarming is the news that 80% of teenage mothers and 90% of all sp education students fail to achieve their high school diplomas.29
The case of Chicago schools is equally as grim. A recent survey of 4 nonselective, four-year high schools, each with over 50% black and Hispa enrollment, revealed that only 39% of entering freshmen were still in sc in their senior year. Of that 39%, 41% were below the ninth grade rea level (the minimum proficiency level), 41% were at or above ninth grad proficiency but were below the national median for seniors, and only 1 were finishing high school at or above the national median. In urban sch systems in general, only 7% of those who enter high school graduate w achievement levels equal to 50% of their peers nationwide.
The chilling reality is that poor and minority youth, who are alrea receiving substandard schooling, are likely to be left entirely outside t job market. The authors of Choosing Equality point out that:
Working-class youth, who have no particular advantage in their schooling, will not have compensating job or income opportunities as adults. And school will be increasingly hard-pressed to motivate their students through career aspirations or goals.
Given the disjuncture between economic and educational rewards, the effort to link school reform to the market value of education threatens to abandon large segments of American youth. If one argues that schools should reflec the logic of a polarizing labor market, the necessary conclusion is that we must reinforce competitive schooling -raise elitist barriers, add new stratifica tion mechanisms, reward only the most exceptional or advantaged.31
The emerging generation with its attendant familial, racial, ethn and socio-economic characteristics does not give teachers much cause fo optimism. A recent demographic portrait suggests that teachers face a p pect of grimly enormous proportions and ever greater social implicatio By September of 1987: 25% of the childhood population are from famil who live in poverty; 14% ly and/or mentally hand migrants; 14% are childr before they reach 18 While Asians are the second fastest growing minority populatio the country, and while the mean family income for Asian-Amer families according to the 1980 U.S. census is $26,456 (nearly $3,000 hig than for white families), more recent immigrants such as the Hm Laotian, Kampuchean/Cambodian, and Vietnamese arriving after 19 not mirror the success stories so widely proclaimed in the nation's pre
The stereotyping of Asian students as successful due to the vir of passivity, industriousness, and conformity not only exhorts ot minorities to adopt these nonresistant values and behaviors, but als prompted a backlash against Asian Americans. There has been a dramat rise in acts of violence against Asian immigrants, and there is increasi evidence that select universities are designing "hidden quotas" to exclu qualified Asian applicants.
For another 40% of all legal immigrants -those from Mexico, Cen and South America, and the Caribbean -success is less often secur These are the students most clearly devalued by intelligence tests that tinue to be culturally and linguistically biased in favor of middleAnglo-Saxon students. Since the tests are usually administered before student has had a chance to adapt to North American life, many stude understandably score poorly. Yet these scores often become the basis f tracking students into basic-level courses and for sending them to the s psychologist's office. It is wrong to accept the stereotype that every A youth is a predestined Merit Scholar, just as it is wrong to consider all b and Hispanics irrevocably trapped on the lower rungs of the socio-econo order. There are Asian youth gangs, and Asian students are by no mea immune to illiteracy. There are also high-achieving black, Chicano, Puerto Rican students. Nevertheless, when considering factors such as i ligence, creativity, motivation, and economic prosperity, it remains the that socio-economic status is the greatest predictor of academic su in the United States.38
By 1980, 27% of all public school students in the United States wer nonwhite, and the immigrant population has grown substantially since time. California now has a "majority of minorities" in its element schools, while Texas has 46% black and Hispanic students.39 Many of t minority families are supported by a single parent. Nearly every largeschool system has predominantly minority enrollments and large num of students whose first language is not English. In addition, studies show that in only a few years 1 black child in 4 will live in a female-headed family. In other words, black children are over 3Vz times more likely than white children to live in female-headed households. 45 While black children in female-headed families are the poorest in the nation, with a median income of $8,648 in 1984, the problem goes far beyond the poverty problems associated with single parenthood. Black children in two-parent families are twice as likely as white children in twoparent families to live below the poverty line. In fact, almost half of all black children are poor compared to 1 in 6 white children. Black men and women at all educational levels are less likely to be employed than white men and women, and those who are employed earn less than their white counterparts. Nearly 2 out of every 5 black children are growing up in a family whose head did not complete high school, and this is twice the rate for white children. Black students at all ages are poorer readers than whites, less likely than white students to attend college, and are twice as likely to be suspended from school, to be corporally punished, or to be out of school. Six out of ten special placements of white students are in gifted and talented programs whereas only 1 in 10 black students are in special placements in such programs. Equally alarming is the fact that black children are 3 times as likely to be placed in classes for the educable mentally retarded, a reality that carries with it the shame of racism.46 Of course, the legacy of racism and inequality can be traced back to an earlier America, where official historians have often carefully overlooked dimensions of American history, especially those subjugated knowledges of marginalized and disenfranchised peoples. Some contemporary sociologists would like to blame the economic condition of blacks on teenage pregnancy, social isolation, or the impoverished aspirations of ghetto blacks who don't come into enough contact with middle-class achievers. Or else they blame the middle-class blacks who have left the ghetto for not staying there as role models for the poorer blacks. These views simply recycle the "blaming the victim" ideology by shifting the blame onto the blacks themselves and deflecting attention away from the structural causes of poverty and racism and the denial to blacks of full participation in the economic system. Even the academy -the so-called bastion of truth seeking, enlightenment, and tolerance -has become a setting for racist incidents that evoke images of Alabama and Arkansas in the 1950s. Recent incidents at the University of Michigan, Purdue, Northern Illinois, Columbia, and UCLA mark just the surface of a brewing racist cauldron in America. When an unauthorized Northern Illinois University magazine prints sick verse such as "Ok, /look nigger, /we are white/white is supreme/Jesus was white/God is white/All of our presidents have been white/Thank you God/, 47 It appears that Jim Cr the tracks. Although w the case that discrimina women. We know, for i dropped out of high sc know also that blacks o to enroll in an academ sequently, it comes as l ly placed in vocationa graduates attending c blacks and women are l and low-income women low-income men. Also need, a restriction that The American commit its very roots by the fa more for one child's ed of American education existing elites and place of academic achievemen local property taxes an federal government), significantly more taxa dent varies significantl to provide formulas to legislators who know th vote for them freque designed to win support disparities among schoo as those between low-in ban districts within the and economic makeup The myth that local bureaucratic and profes by political and busine is shattered when we n boards, who wield tremendous influence over communities through the allocation of school resources and patronage. The structure and actions of local school boards in the state of Georgia, for example, suggest the barriers that local boards can raise to minority empowerment. Since desegregation was ordered in 1970, the Georgia public schools have been essentially resegregated through the reactionary policies of local school boards. Of 22 Georgia districts with at least 63% black enrollment, only 2 had majority black school boards. Georgia grand juries still select 40 school boards, and school boards presiding over systems with more than 70% black students require 50% less in local property taxes than those with more than 70% white students.52
Lack of funding usually goes hand-in-hand with lack of school resources, competent teachers, and services. Invariably, it is the poor and minority student who is hardest hit by disparities in funding. In a recent report of the Board of Inquiry commissioned by the National Coalition of Advocates for Students, entitled Barriers to Excellence : Our Children at Risk, we discover and lament the following indicators of cultural discrimination: only about 33% of the estimated 2.7 million limited English proficient students aged 5 to 14 receive any form of special programing responsive to their linguistic needs; in 1980, only 10% of Hispanic children with limited English proficiency were in bilingual programs; studies conducted in urban high schools have revealed dropout rates as high as 85% for Native American students and between 70% and 80% for Puerto Rican students,-large number of textbooks used in classrooms remain culturally biased, both in their presentation of material and in their omission of material on the culture, history, or achievement of many of the national and cultural groups represented in American schools. Whil nearly 25% of all public school teachers in the United States had students with limited English proficiency (LEP) in their classes in 1980 and 1981 only 3.2% of those teachers said that they were equipped to deal with these students.53 With statistics such as these, it is hard to dispute the accusation made in the report that: minority children do not matter as much as non-minority children judging by the disproportionate numbers of such children who are excluded and underserved by the schools. We know, for example, that black students are placed in classes for the mildly mentally handicapped at rates more than three times those of white children. Poor children, too, are considered less important than non-poor children, if we contrast the level of financing allocated for their education with that allocated for children in more affluent districts.
Non-English speaking children still face language and cultural barriers throughout America, and in many places girls still encounter lower expectations than do boys. Differential treatment of children by race, class, sex, language, and handicap subverts our nation's deepest values of fairness. Such treatment also has enorm educate millions of childre deficit, the cost of which socially, in terms of incr mon purpose.54
Sexism is ripe and spre ethnic groups, continue in a society priding its many Americans applaud opportunities over the l as many would like to be facts: women are less lik they are much less likel and obtain doctorates o women have higher u graduates, on the averag tion; minority women ea is the major known caus three fifths of women at Yet two thirds of worki never been married, or $15,000 -in other word themselves and their fam ing problem in the Unit in low-wage work, and t stubbornly refuses to cl Social problems in the groups, women, and the ban youth are also caugh coming of age in a stag of self-interest and gree piness, and where schoo people experience a dil (Middle-class) students exp wherein lies the power, a mobility undercut authen isolated as a class and as m by lack of depth: in their to any organizations. They might happen should they [they] are terrorized by th self-hate and despair. . , 58 In other words, these students do not recognize their own selfrepression and suppression by the dominant society, and in our vitiated learning environments they are not provided with the requisite theoretica constructs to help them understand why they feel as badly as they do Because teachers lack a critical pedagogy, these students are not provided with the ability to think critically, a skill that would enable them to better understand why their lives have been reduced to feelings of meaninglessness, randomness, and alienation and why the dominant culture tries to accommodate them to the paucity of their lives. Consequently the culture continues to run amuck, degrading the process of labor, encouraging volatile commodity consumption, and maintaining the market mechanism as the basis for the distribution of wealth and status, all of which work to impoverish the psychic life of our youth and contribute to the degradation of everyday life.
Finally, I would like to draw attention to a pressing concern of Americans both within and outside the educational system: illiteracy. In his recent book, Illiterate America, Jonathan Kozol presents us with one of the most comprehensive assessments of this crippling condition:
TWenty-five million American adults cannot read the poison warnings on a can of pesticide, a letter from their child's teacher, or the front page of a daily paper. An additional 35 million read only at a level which is less than equal to the full survival needs of our society. Together, these 60 million people represent more than one third of the entire adult population. The largest numbers of illiterate adults are white, native-bom Americans. In proportion to population, however, the figures are higher for blacks and Hispanics than for whites. Sixteen percent of white adults, 44 percent of blacks, and 56 percent of Hispanic citizens are functional or marginal illiterates. Figures for the younger generation of black adults are increasing. Forty-seven percent of all black seventeen-year olds are functionally illiterate. That figure is expected to climb by 1990.
Fifteen percent of recent graduates of urban high schools read less than sixth grade level. One million teenage children between twelve and seventeen cannot read above the third grade level. Eighty-five percent of juveniles who come before the courts are functionally illiterate. Of 8 million unemployed adults, 4 to 6 million lack the skills to be retrained for high tech jobs. The United States ranks forty-ninth among 158 member nations of the UN. in its literacy level.59
For United States citizens besieged by the relentless logic of consumerism and privatization, it is no wonder that illiteracy thrives as a means of resisting, escaping, or refusing to be part of the cultural nightmare. Wha is needed to meet the crisis of literacy is a critical literacy that frame reading and writing in terms of moral and political decisionmaking. While we fight hard not to admit it, things are not getting much bet Walter Benjamin's "angel of history" continues to gaze through clouds despair -not to mention a disintegrated ozone layer -at a continent w potential is greater now than ever before for unleashing worldwi catastrophe.
In an era of falling profitability and production, where each percen age point increase in the unemployment rate brings 318 additional suicid a 2% increase in the mortality rate, a 5% to 6% increase in homicid a 5 percent rise in imprisonments, a 3% to 4% increase in first admissi to mental hospitals, and a 5% to 6% increase in infant mortality rates, c sumer culture grabs at the grotesque and the decadent.62 Images of gar and vulgar commodities litter both print and electronic media, crea an ethos of possessive and atomistic individualism, debilitating privatiz tion, and self-seeking careerism that shunts aside the imperative to anal existing social conditions and oppressive relations of power and privileg and to eliminate exploitation. Instead, these images reinforce a consum ideology characterized by the belief that the quality of everyday li irrevocably enhanced through the continual creation of material wealth Silicon Valley's apostles of technology and efficiency, backed by Sun B entrepreneurs, parade their wares as functional imperatives for modern vival, while questions of social justice and human struggle seem more a more peripheral to the commodity culture. Failing to consider how dreams, desires, and actions have been manufactured and socially co tioned, we remain instead in the thrall of consumerist ethics. We are l ing collectively the American nightmare, Death of a Salesman, and Willy Loman we are realizing that the exchange value of dead labor is em hope. We seem to accept the belief that present conditions have arisen of democratic necessity, as a prerequisite for our fetishistic quest for best of all possible worlds. Inequality and poverty are the prices we mu pay for freedom.
In reality, however, progress has become the scourge of history attack on human freedom, as the profound illogic of the times runs fr tionless and free. Those who wish to build a society free from the din carnage of war find it hardly comforting that many key figures in tod burgeoning New Right -including high-ranking government and milit figures -harbor sweet cravings for Armageddon, use the Bible as chronometer of history, and ascribe to a variation of "imminent raptu holocaust" in which the "purifying violence" of nuclear war is perceive as part of God's plan. (Of course, true believers will be instantly telepo to heaven by Jesus in the sky, just before the apocalyptic showdown. 6 Rampant illiteracy, gro dramatic increase in classr of today's students and tea practical political action o world, our dreams glide manufactured in a cultu destruction. Today more th is able to counter the New argues that the moral voca as leftist or socialistic. T whether they are carried t running diplomacy, or telev normalized greed, the righ for private gain, and a hat ambivalent wings of histor hope is held hostage, where tion, and where the good w by despair, we desperat should mean.
For teachers, this means that we must begin candidly and critically to face our society's complicity in the roots and structures of inequality and injustice. It means, too, that as teachers we must face our own culpability in the reproduction of inequality in our teaching, and that we must strive to develop a pedagogy equipped to provide both intellectual and moral resistance to oppression, one that extends the concept of pedagogy beyond the mere transmission of knowledge and skills and the concept of morality beyond interpersonal relations. This is what critical pedagogy is all about.
Notes

